
Louisiana Notary Exam Sample Questions and
Answers 2024
Passing the Louisiana Notary Exam is essential for obtaining your notary
public commission. To help you prepare for the exam, here are some
sample questions and answers that cover various topics tested on the
exam.
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Notary Basics

1. What is the primary role of a notary public?

To witness the signing of documents, administer oaths, and certify
copies of documents.

2. What are the qualifications to become a notary public in
Louisiana?
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Must be at least 18 years old, a resident of Louisiana, and have not
been convicted of a felony or certain misdemeanors.

3. How long is a notary public commission valid in Louisiana?

Four years

Notary Procedures

1. What steps should a notary take before notarizing a document?

Verify the identity of the signer, ensure the signer understands the
document, and have the signer sign the document in the notary's
presence.

2. What information must be included in a notary certificate?

Date, time, and place of notarization; signer's name, address, and
proof of identity; and notary's signature, seal, and commission
expiration date.

3. Under what circumstances can a notary refuse to notarize a
document?

If the document is incomplete, contains false information, or if the
signer is not properly identified or appears to be under duress.

Notary Ethics

1. What are the ethical principles that notaries should follow?



Impartiality, confidentiality, accuracy, and integrity.

2. What should a notary do if they witness or suspect fraud or
forgery?

Report the incident to the appropriate authorities.

3. Can a notary notarize a document for themselves or a close
family member?

No

Louisiana Notary Laws

1. What is the Louisiana Notary Public Law?

Louisiana Revised Statutes Title 35, Chapter 3

2. What are the penalties for violating the Louisiana Notary Public
Law?

Fines, imprisonment, and revocation of notary commission

3. Where can I find more information about Louisiana notary laws?

Louisiana Secretary of State website

Practice Questions

1. A person comes to your office and asks you to notarize a
document. They do not have any identification with them. What
should you do?



Refuse to notarize the document.

2. You are notarizing a power of attorney. The signer appears to be
under the influence of alcohol. What should you do?

Refuse to notarize the document.

3. A document is presented to you for notarization, but it has
already been signed. What should you do?

Refuse to notarize the document.

4. You witness a signer forging a signature on a document. What
should you do?

Report the incident to the appropriate authorities.

5. You are asked to notarize a deed of trust. What information must
you include in the notary certificate?

Date, time, and place of notarization; signer's name, address, and
proof of identity; and notary's signature, seal, and commission
expiration date.

Preparing for the Louisiana Notary Exam requires thorough knowledge of
notary procedures, ethics, and laws. By studying the sample questions and
answers provided in this article, you can increase your chances of success
on the exam. Remember to also refer to the official Louisiana Notary Public
Law and other resources for additional guidance.



If you have any further questions, please reach out to the Louisiana
Secretary of State's office for assistance.
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Lancelot Bernard Lee Deleo: A Legendary
Guitarist in Modern Rock Music
Lancelot "Lanny" Bernard Lee Deleo is a legendary guitarist and co-
founder of the iconic alternative rock band Stone Temple Pilots. His
exceptional musicianship,...
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